Introduction {#s1}
============

Unilateral vestibular neurectomy (UVN) induces characteristic vestibular syndrome, composed of oculomotor, posturo-locomotor, and cognitive deficits in a rodent model. These vestibular disorders occur as a result of alterations in the vestibulo-oculomotor and vestibulo-spinal reflexes, as well as in vestibulo-cortical and vestibulo-cerebellar pathways. In humans, as in animals, vestibular syndrome can be split into several phases of different amplitudes depending on the type, stage, and severity of peripheral damage ([@B1]). In the UVN model, vestibular syndrome is particularly severe as a result of the massive imbalance in neuronal activity between the ipsilateral and contralateral vestibular nuclei ([@B2], [@B3]). The acute phase of vestibular syndrome in the UVN rodent model lasts several hours but may extend to days and is characterized by static and dynamic disorders (posturo-locomotor and oculomotor symptoms) in their most severe forms. This is followed by a partially compensated phase in which spontaneous resting activity recovers in neurons of the vestibular nuclei ipsilateral to the lesion. This leads to a full disappearance of the static disorders. However, some dynamic deficits remain poorly compensated and never fully disappear. These data are well-documented in several reviews ([@B1], [@B4]--[@B10]).

The vestibular nuclei directly impact postural control through two major descending pathways to the spinal cord: the lateral and the medial vestibulospinal tracts ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The medial vestibulospinal tract (MVST) is mainly composed of axons from the medial vestibular nucleus and, to a lesser extent, fibers from the lateral and descending (inferior) vestibular nucleus. This tract descends bilaterally and innervates the upper cervical regions of the spinal cord that innervate the upper-body musculature, particularly the neck musculature, essential for stabilizing the head in static or dynamic conditions ([@B12]--[@B14]). The lateral vestibulospinal tract (LVST) is composed mainly of axons from neurons in the lateral vestibular nucleus (Deiter\'s nucleus), with some contribution from the inferior vestibular nuclei. This tract descends ipsilaterally and innervates the entire length of the spinal cord, modulating the extensor musculature of the body. The LVST mainly terminates on interneurons in Rexed\'s laminae VII and VIII in the forelimb and hindlimb segments of the spinal cord. Rexed\'s VII laminae are also an important site for reticulospinal and corticospinal pathway termination. Thus, the vestibulospinal pathways are well-positioned to modulate the reflex responses to anticipated or imposed body displacements ([@B15]--[@B17]).

![Overview of vestibulospinal reflexes to support the head tilt and hypotonia observed after unilateral vestibular neurectomy. The medial vestibulo-spinal tract (purple) is primarily composed of axons from the medial vestibular nucleus (MVN) and mainly projects contralaterally to the cervical spinal cord to mediate the vestibulocollic reflex. The lateral vestibulospinal tracts (blue) is primarily composed of axons from the lateral vestibular nucleus (LVN) and projects ipsilaterally to the entire length of the spinal cord to influence the extensor musculature of the body involved in balance. Both tracts exert excitatory effects on extensor motoneurons with some inhibitory effects on flexor motoneurons in normal condition. Left unilateral vestibular neurectomy (UVN) induces a electrophysiological imbalance between homologous vestibular nuclei. Loss of activity in the ipsilateral vestibular nucleus induces hypotonia of the lumbar extensor muscles via the lateral vestibulospinal tract. In contrast, the increase in activity in the contralateral lateral vestibular nucleus induces hypertonia of the extensor muscles opposite to the lesion as observed on the picture. Left UVN induces a head tilted (rolled) to the left side (see picture). Extensor activity is induced on the side to which the head is inclined, and flexor activity is induced on the opposite side via the medial vestibulospinal tract ([@B11]). Ex, Extensor muscle; Fl, Flexor muscle; LVN, Lateral vestibular nucleus; MVN, Medial vestibular nucleus.](fneur-11-00505-g0001){#F1}

Current examinations of patients with vestibular loss generally involve assessment of the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) ([@B18]) and vestibulo-spinal reflex with standing balance studies \[([@B19]--[@B21]), for review see Cohen ([@B22])\]. However, standing and walking are different motor functions. A patient\'s gait can be measured with a gyroscope system that records trunk sway ([@B23]) or with tests of walking balance such as the Tandem walking test ([@B24], [@B25]) or the 10-Meter Walk test ([@B26]). In most cases, walking balance tests are not useful for screening people for vestibular impairments but can be useful in vestibular rehabilitation in patients with known diagnoses ([@B24]). Among the large number of studies that have investigated postural and ocular reflex deficits after acute unilateral vestibular loss in rats, only a few have thoroughly investigated locomotor activity ([@B27]--[@B29]) (Porter et al., 1990). Furthermore, the analysis is restricted to velocity, distance traveled, or spatial exploration behavior. The present study was designed to further decipher new parameters for quantitative evaluation of posturo-locomotor syndrome and its compensation over time. We evaluated the spontaneous posturo-locomotor activity of the rat in an open field using up-to-date animal video tracking software and correlated these data with those obtained in a human clinic in vestibular pathology.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Animals and Experimental Protocols
----------------------------------

Sixteen adult long evans rats (250--300 g) were used for this study. All experiments were performed in accordance with the National Institutes of Health\'s Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (NIH Publication no. 80-23) revised in 1996 for the UK Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act of 1986 and associated guidelines or the Policy on Ethics approved by the Society for Neuroscience in November 1989 and amended in November 1993 and under the veterinary and National Ethical Committee supervision (French Agriculture Ministry Authorization: B13-055-25). Present study was specifically approved by Neurosciences Ethic Committee N°71 from the French National Committee of animal experimentation. Every attempt was made to minimize both the number and the suffering of animals used in this experiment. Rats had free access to food and water and were housed individually under a constant 12 h light. Animals were divided into 2 groups as follow: a sham operated group (*n* = 8 female), a unilateral vestibular neurectomy (uvn) group (*n* = 4 male and *n* = 4 female).

Unilateral Vestibular Neurectomy
--------------------------------

Animals were submitted to a left-side vestibular nerve section (*n* = 8) following the surgical procedure previously reported in the literature ([@B30]). Thirty minutes after a subcutaneous injection of buprenorphine (Buprecare® 0.02 mg/kg), the rats were placed in the induction box and left for 5 min (isoflurane concentration 4%). Once they were deeply anesthetized, they were intubated and, during the surgery, the anesthesia was maintained at an isoflurane concentration of 3%. A tympanic bulla approach gave access to the vestibular nerve: the cervical muscular planes were dissected leading to the tympanic bulla, which was widely drilled to expose the stapedial artery and the promontory containing the cochlea. The cochlea was drilled, exposing the cochlear nerve. The cochlear nerve meatus was enlarged with a needle leading to the vestibulocochlear nerve, which was sectioned at its entry into the brainstem after aspiration of the Scarpa\'s ganglion. The wound was closed using a stapler. Before awakening the animal, a solution of Ringer Lactate (Virbac; 10 ml/kg) was administered subcutaneously in order to alleviate the dehydration resulting from the inability of the animal to drink normally as a result of the injury. For the sham operated group (*n* = 8), surgery was stopped at the opening of the tympanic bulla.

The successfulness of the surgery is attested at the behavioral level by the presence of a characteristic vestibular syndrome and at the histological level by the observation under optical microscopy of the full section of the 8th cranial nerve between Scarpa ganglion and vestibular nuclei from the brainstem \[see Péricat et al. ([@B30]) for details\].

Open Field for Video Tracking
-----------------------------

Animals were individually placed in an open field (80 × 80 × 40 cm). Their behavior was recorded for 10 min using a digital camera and analyzed with EthoVision™ XT 14 software (Noldus) ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The surfaces of the open field were cleaned thoroughly between trials. To minimize stress, the room was lit as dimly as possible while allowing us to clearly discern the rats. At the beginning of the session, the rat was placed on the right side of the field, head in front of the wall. A first acquisition was done the day before the lesion, serving as a reference value, and then acquisitions were performed at days (D) 1, 2, 3, 7, 10, 14, 21, and 30 post-lesion.

![Experimental protocol. Upper part: schematic representation of behavioral observation in video-tracking to evaluate the time course of functional recovery at different post-UVN days. Behavioral analyses were made the day before the lesion, serving as a reference value, and then were performed at days (D) 1, 2, 3, 7, 10, 14, 21, and 30 post-lesion. Lower part: screenshot of the video recording used in the analysis. Ethovision™ automatically detect the following body points throughout the recordings: nose point (blue triangle), center point (red circle), and tail base (purple square) of each animal. The red line illustrates the plot of the center point while the animal is moving. Each animal allowed to explore the open field for 10 min. The open field is a square of 80 × 80 cm.](fneur-11-00505-g0002){#F2}

Detection and Behavioral Analysis
---------------------------------

We used the dynamic subtraction method. Ethovision™ automatically detected the following body-points throughout the recordings: nose point, center point, and tail base of each animal (as shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and in **Figures 6F** and **7F** for the recall).

We used 3 analysis profile for 19 variables we selected for analysis ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The first profile does not use a filter and all data were analyzed (No filter---All data). The second profile uses the minimal distance moved (MDM) smoothing method to filter out small movements (\<0.7 cm) of the subject\'s center point that are caused by random noise and all data were analyzed (MDM---All data). The third profile uses the MDM smoothing method and analyzed only selected track segments while the animal is in motion (MDM---Moving).

###### 

Variables measured with Ethovision XT 14.

  **Variable**                   **Body point**                     **Filter---segment**   **Measurement**                                       **Unit**
  ------------------------------ ---------------------------------- ---------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- ----------
  Movement                       Center point                       No filter---all data   Duration not moving                                   \%
  Mobility state                 Whole body                         No filter---all data   Duration highly mobile                                \%
  Mobility state                 Whole body                         No filter---all data   Duration mobile                                       \%
  Mobility state                 Whole body                         No filter---all data   Global mobility (sum of Highly mobile and Mobile)     \%
  Mobility state                 Whole body                         No filter---all data   Duration Immobile                                     \%
  Acceleration state (body)      Center point                       No filter---all data   Frequency for High and Low Accelerations              
  Acceleration state (head)      Nose point                         No filter---all data   Frequency for High and low Accelerations              
  Positive acceleration          Center point                       No filter---all data   Mean                                                  cm/s^2^
  Negative acceleration          Center point                       No filter---all data   Mean                                                  cm/s^2^
  Relative body angle            Center, nose and tail base point   MDM---all data         Mean                                                  °
  Velocity (head)                Nose point                         MDM---all data         Mean and Maximum                                      cm/s
  Cephalic nystagmus (bobbing)   Nose point                         MDM---all data         Frequency of velocity for the nose point ≥ 100 cm/s   
  Distance moved                 Center point                       MDM---when moving      Total                                                 cm
  Velocity (body)                Center point                       MDM---when moving      Mean and Maximum                                      cm/s
  Body axis rotation CW          Center to nose point               MDM---when moving      Frequency                                             
  Body axis rotation CCW         Center to nose point               MDM---when moving      Frequency                                             
  Body points rotation CW        Center point                       MDM---when moving      Frequency                                             
  Body points rotation CCW       Center point                       MDM---when moving      Frequency                                             
  Absolute meander               Center point                       MDM---when moving      Mean                                                  °/cm

*CW, clockwise (contralesional)°; CCW, counterclockwise (ipsilesional); MDM, Minimal Distance Moved*.

"Duration not moving" of rats was calculated with an average interval of 3 samples and a threshold of 2.00 cm/s for start and 1.75 cm/s for stop velocity. "Duration highly mobile, mobile and immobile" were calculated with an average interval of 3 samples and a threshold for highly mobile above 5%, mobile between 1 and 5% and immobile below 1%. "Global mobility" is the sum of the % of highly mobile and mobile. "Frequency for high and low acceleration" were calculated with an average interval of 3 samples with a threshold for high acceleration above 50 cm/s^2^ and exclude instances shorter than 0.20 s. "Mean positive and negative accelerations" were calculated by selecting with a filter only acceleration above 0 cm/s^2^ or under 0 cm/s^2^ on the data. Velocity for the nose point and center point was calculated with an average interval of 3 sample. "Multi condition" with the variable: "Velocity" for the nose point ≥100 cm/s (averaged over 3 samples) allow us to calculate the frequency of velocity for the nose point ≥100 cm/s. Velocity for the nose point ≥100 cm/s was associated with a cephalic nystagmus behavior when recorded. To select the track segments when the animal is in motion, we selected for every trial recorded in EthoVision™ the track-segments where the animal was moving (thresholds of 2.00 cm/s for start and 1.75 cm/s for stop velocity). "Body axis rotation" has been set to count every 1 rotation with a threshold of 30° allowing us to calculate when the animal is spinning around its own axis. "Body point rotation" has been set to count every 1 rotation with a threshold of 50° with a minimum distance moved of 2 cm allowing us to calculate the rotation in the open field when the animal walks around in circle.

Statistical Analysis
--------------------

The statistical analyses were evaluated by one-way repeated-measures ANOVA followed by a simple contrast to compare the postoperative time with the pre-operative time for each group (JASP). Difference between the Sham and NVU group were evaluated by two-way repeated measures ANOVA. If significant effect were found, *post-hoc* Bonferroni was performed (GraphPad, Prism). Results were considered significant at *p* \< 0.05.

Results {#s3}
=======

Effect of UVN on Rat Activity and Spatial Exploration
-----------------------------------------------------

Unilateral vestibular neurectomy (UVN) produced significant changes in posturo-locomotor activity of rats in the open field ([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). UVN rats showed significant decreased in the total distance moved the first 3 days after UVN (Preop: 5897.88 ± 303.68; Day 1: 1,034 ± 308, *p* \< 0.001; Day 2: 2,969 ± 419, *p* \< 0.01; Day 3: 3,601 ± 530, *p* \< 0.05). From day 7 until day 30, the mean distance traveled by lesioned rats was significantly increased relative to that observed before UVN (Day 7: 8,209 ± 1,314, *p* \< 0.05; Day 10: 10,127 ± 1,418, *p* \< 0.001; Day 14: 10,475 ± 1,125, *p* \< 0.001; Day 21: 9,633 ± 1,081, *p* \< 0.001; Day 30: 10,222 ± 1,141, *p* \< 0.001; [Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and significantly differed from the Sham group (Day 7: *p* \< 0.01; Day 10: *p* \< 0.001; Day 14: *p* \< 0.001; Day 21: *p* \< 0.001; Day 30: *p* \< 0.001). The average distance moved of rat from the Sham group was not significantly different to that observed before the sham lesion.

![Effect of UVN on rat activity and spatial exploration in an open field. **(A)** Movement tracing and spatial exploration pattern (Heatmaps) of UVN and Sham rats in an open field over the 10 min analysis period. Heatmaps indicate the cumulative time at place (blue to red scale increasing duration). **(B)** Curve illustrating the mean postoperative recovery of the distance moved by rats on the open-field in the two experimental group of rats (Sham in black and UVN in red). **(C)** Curve illustrating the mean postoperative recovery of meander by rats on the open-field in the two experimental group of rats (Sham in black and UVN in red). Data represent mean ± SEM; \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01, \*\*\**P* \< 0.001. **(D)** Zoom on the movement tracing of a UVN rat 1 and 7 days after the surgery. Meander is defined as "the change in direction of movement of a subject relative to the distance moved by that subject and provides an indication of how convoluted the subject\'s trajectory is." As observed on the movement tracing by rats 1 day after the surgery the trajectory (arrow) of the animal is more "tortuous" compared to the trajectory of the same rat seven days after UVN. A significant difference from the pre-operative value is indicated by \* in black for the SHAM group. A significant difference from the pre-operative value is indicated by \* in red for the UVN group. A significant difference between the SHAM and the UVN group is indicated with \* in blue.](fneur-11-00505-g0003){#F3}

Meander, defined as tortuous/winding movement ([Figure 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) was significantly increased at day 1 (Preop: 2.98 ± 0.1; Day 1: 12.42 ± 5.19, *p* \< 0.001) post-lesion and was significantly different from the Sham group (Day 1: *p* \< 0.001). From day 2 until day 30, the meander of lesioned rats was no longer significantly different to that observed before UVN ([Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The meander of the Sham group was not significantly different to that observed before the sham lesion.

Mobility of UVN and Sham Rats
-----------------------------

The software discriminates between movement and mobility. Movement is a discrete variable, related to the center-point, with two possible states: "Moving" and "Not moving" ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The state "Moving" relates to states when running mean velocity exceeds 2.00 cm/s (start velocity). This state remains until the running mean velocity drops below 1.75 cm/s (stop velocity). It becomes "Not moving" until the running mean velocity reaches the start velocity again. Mobility can be defined as the degree of movement of an animal\'s body and is calculated 100% independent of movement of the coordinates identified as the center-point (or the nose/tail point).

![Mobility of UVN and Sham rats in the open field. **(A)** Illustration of the variable movement (on left) and mobility (on right). In the following example for movement, because the velocity initially lies between the Stop velocity and the Start velocity, the state is undefined. When velocity exceeds the Start velocity value, Movement is given the value "Moving." When velocity drops below the Stop velocity value, Movement is given the value "Not moving." Mobility can be defined as the degree of movement of an animal\'s body independent of spatial displacement of the center or any other body point, which is measured by Movement. The calculation of mobility does not use the x,y coordinates of the animal. Mobility is calculated 100% independent of movement of the coordinates identified as the center-point (or the nose/tail point). **(B)** Curves illustrating the kinetics of the % of time when the animal is not moving for UVN (red) and Sham (black) group. **(C)** Curves illustrating the kinetics of the % of time when the animal is immobile for UVN (red) and Sham (black) group. **(D)** Curves illustrating the kinetics of the % of time when the animal is highly mobile for UVN (red) and Sham (black) group. **(E)** Curves illustrating the kinetics of the % of time when the animal is mobile for UVN (red) and Sham (black) group. **(F)** Curves illustrating the kinetics of the % of time when the animal is either mobile or highly mobile (global mobility) for UVN (red) and Sham (black) group. Data represent mean ± SEM; \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01, \*\*\**P* \< 0.001. A significant difference from the pre-operative value is indicated by \* in black for the SHAM group. A significant difference from the pre-operative value is indicated by \* in red for the UVN group. A significant difference between the SHAM and the UVN group is indicated with \* in blue.](fneur-11-00505-g0004){#F4}

The % of time not moving or in immobility of UVN rats followed the same time course. It increased significantly the first 3 days after UVN with a maximum value at day 1 (Preop: 23.09 ± 2.06; Day 1: 72.83 ± 4.69, *p* \< 0.001; Day 2: 45.41 ± 3.78, *p* \< 0.001; Day 3: 36.92 ± 3.36, *p* \< 0.001; for % of time not moving and, Preop: 9.86 ± 1.39; Day 1: 61.56 ± 5.18, *p* \< 0.001; Day 2: 35.09 ± 3.85, *p* \< 0.001; Day 3: 24.37 ± 3.33, *p* \< 0.001; for % of time in immobility) and returned to control values from day 7 until day 30 ([Figures 4B,C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the difference between UVN and Sham groups differed for the % of time not moving or in immobility. Indeed, the % of time not moving was significantly different at pre-operative time (Pre-op: *p* \< 0.05) and at days 1 (Day 1: *p* \< 0.001), 7 (Day 7: *p* \< 0.001), 10 (Day 10: *p* \< 0.001), 14 (Day 14: *p* \< 0.001), 21 (Day 21: *p* \< 0.001), and 30 (Day 30: *p* \< 0.001). Conversely, the % of time in immobility, which was not significantly different at pre-operative time, significantly differed at day 1 (Day 1: *p* \< 0.001) and day 2 (Day 2: *p* \< 0.01). These differences are due to the method of calculation of these two parameters (see above).

Mobility of the animal can be separated in % of time highly mobile (above 5% of change in area detected) and in % of time mobile (between 1 and 5% of change). The % of time highly mobile of UVN rats is the mirror curve of the % of time in immobility: decreased significantly the first 3 days after UVN with a maximum at day 1 (Preop: 54.44 ± 2.87; Day 1: 12.65 ± 3.71, *p* \< 0.001; Day 2: 34.29 ± 4.06, *p* \< 0.001; Day 3: 39.59 ± 4.25, *p* \< 0.001) but was significantly increased from day 7 until day 30 (Day 7: 65.18 ± 5.16, *p* \< 0.01; Day 10: 65.21 ± 4.71, *p* \< 0.01; Day 14: 65.62 ± 3.44, *p* \< 0.01; Day 21: 61.87 ± 3.61, *p* \< 0.05; Day 30: 62.73 ± 4.41, *p* \< 0.05). The % of time highly mobile between the Sham and the UVN group was significantly different on days 1, 7, 10, 14, 21, 30 (D1: *p* \< 0.001; D7: *p* \< 0.001; D10: *p* \< 0.001; D14: *p* \< 0.001; D21: *p* \< 0.001; D30: *p* \< 0.001; [Figure 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

The % of time mobile of UVN rats decreased significantly at day 1 and day 2 (Preop: 35.68 ± 1.79; Day 1: 25.75 ± 2.91, *p* \< 0.01; Day 2: 30.60 ± 1.67, *p* \< 0.01) and then return to control value at day 3 but decreased once again from day 7 to day 30 (Day 7: 25.88 ± 3.97, *p* \< 0.01; Day 10: 23.08 ± 3.46, *p* \< 0.001; Day 14: 22.64 ± 2.31, *p* \< 0.001; Day 21: 24.92 ± 2.05, *p* \< 0.001; Day 30: 25.85 ± 3.22, *p* \< 0.001). The same results was obtained when we compare the Sham and the UVN group (D1: *p* \< 0.01; D2: *p* \< 0.01; D7: *p* \< 0.001; D10: *p* \< 0.001; D14: *p* \< 0.001; D21: *p* \< 0.001; D30: *p* \< 0.001; [Figure 4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

Global mobility (sum of highly mobile and mobile) of UVN rats significantly decreased the first 3 days after UVN (Preop: 91.12 ± 4.66; Day 1: 38.41 ± 5.18, *p* \< 0.001; Day 2: 64.90 ± 3.85, *p* \< 0.001; Day 3: 75.61 ± 3.31, *p* \< 0.001) and then returned to control values from day 7 until day 30 ([Figure 4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the sham and the UVN groups significantly differed at day 1 (D1: *p* \< 0.001) only.

For all parameters analyzed, the Sham group did not significantly differ from that observed before the sham lesion.

Rotations Frequencies of UVN and Sham Rats
------------------------------------------

Animal\'s rotations were analyzed through monitoring both the rotations of rats around their body axis and the circling travel in the arena ([Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The animal\'s rotations can be analyzed in body axis rotation and in arena rotation. Body axis rotation quantifies if the rat is spinning around its own axis while arena rotation quantifies if the rat walks around the arena in circle ([Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Before the lesion UVN rats rotated 4.25 ± 0.97 times on themselves (body axis rotation) on the clockwise (contralesional) direction and 3.25 ± 0.55 times on the counterclockwise (ipsilesional) direction. After UVN the mean number of contralesional body axis rotation increased significantly at day 2 and 3 (Day 2: 12.62 ± 4.09, *p* \< 0.05; Day 3: 17.25 ± 5.64, *p* \< 0.001). From day 7 until day 30 the mean number of contralesional body axis rotations of UVN rats was no longer significantly different to that observed before the lesion. The Sham group rotated on themselves (body axis rotation) significantly less on the contralesional side compare to the UVN group at day 2 and day 3 (Day 2: *p* \< 0.05; Day 3: *p* \< 0.001). Similar results were obtained for the ipsilesional body axis rotation from day 7 to day 30 compare to the UVN group (Day 7: *p* \< 0.001; Day 10: *p* \< 0.001; Day 14: *p* \< 0.001; Day 21: *p* \< 0.001; Day 30: *p* \< 0.001; [Figure 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, the mean number of ipsilesional body axis rotation after UVN increased significantly from day 7 until day 30 (Day 7: 24.62 ± 6.49, *p* \< 0.001; Day 10: 25.19 ± 6.27, *p* \< 0.001; Day 14: 22.37 ± 5.54, *p* \< 0.001; Day 21: 20.25 ± 4.79, *p* \< 0.001; Day 30: 22.5 ± 5.24, *p* \< 0.001; [Figure 5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The number of body axis rotation in either ipsilesional or contralesional side was not significantly affected by the sham surgery nor the postoperative time.

![Rotation frequencies of UVN and Sham rats in the open field. **(A)** Illustration of body axis rotation (left part), arena rotation (middle part) and illustration of the contralateral and ipsilateral hemispheres regarding the lesion and turning direction (right part). A rotation in a counterclockwise (CCW) direction is a ipsilesional rotation and vice versa for clockwise (CW) rotations. Body axis rotation is a method used to quantify if the rat is spinning around its own axis. Arena rotation is suitable for when animal walks around in circles (middle part). **(B)** Curves illustrating the kinetics of body axis rotation frequencies on the intact side (contralesional rotations) of UVN (red) and Sham (black) group. **(C)** Curves illustrating the kinetics of arena rotation frequencies on the intact side (contralesional rotations) of UVN (red) and Sham (black) group. **(D)** Curves illustrating the kinetics of body axis rotation frequency on the lesioned side (ipsilesional rotation) of UVN (red) and Sham (black) group. **(E)** Curves illustrating the kinetics of Arena rotation frequency on the lesioned side (ipsilesional rotations) of UVN (red) and Sham (black) group. Data represent mean ± SEM; \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01, \*\*\**P* \< 0.001. A significant difference from the pre-operative value is indicated by \* in black for the SHAM group. A significant difference from the pre-operative value is indicated by \* in red for the UVN group. A significant difference between the SHAM and the UVN group is indicated with \* in blue.](fneur-11-00505-g0005){#F5}

Before the lesion, UVN rats rotated 13 ± 1.13 times in the arena on the clockwise (contralesional) direction and 11 ± 1.06 on the counterclockwise (ipsilesional) direction. One day after UVN the mean number of arena rotations on the contralesional direction decreased significantly to 4.87 ± 1.28 (*p* \< 0.05) and decreased insignificantly to 3.75 ± 1.30 (*p* = 0.115) on the ipsilesional direction due to the incapacity of UVN rats to move properly 1 day after the lesion. From day 2 until day 30, arena rotations of UVN rats on the contralesional direction did not significantly differed relative to that observed before the lesion. However, the contralesional arena rotations of the Sham group were significantly reduced at day 3 and 7 compared to the UVN group (Day 3: *p* \< 0.01; Day 7: *p* \< 0.01; [Figure 5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, the ipsilesional arena rotations of UVN rats was not affected by the lesion the first 3 postoperative days but increased significantly from day 7 to day 30 (Day 7: 28.75 ± 5.54, *p* \< 0.001; Day 10: 31.25 ± 5.32, *p* \< 0.001; Day 14: 27.37 ± 4.66, *p* \< 0.001; Day 21: 25.12 ± 3.50, *p* \< 0.001; Day 30: 31.62 ± 3.85, *p* \< 0.001). Furthermore, the ipsilesional arena rotations of the UVN group were significantly increased from day 7 to day 30 compared to the Sham group (Day 7: *p* \< 0.001; Day 10: *p* \< 0.001; Day 14: *p* \< 0.001; Day 21: *p* \< 0.001; Day 30: *p* \< 0.001; [Figure 5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

The number of arena rotations in either ipsilesional or contralesional side was not significantly affected by the sham surgery nor postoperative time for the Sham group.

Locomotor Velocity of UVN and Sham Rats
---------------------------------------

The mean velocity of the head (calculated from the nose-point) and the body (calculated from the center-point) of UVN rats was 14.50 ± 0.61 cm/s and 17 ± 0.53 cm/s before UVN. These values significantly decreased at day 1 and day 2 for the head velocity (Day 1: 3.61 ± 0.91, *p* \< 0.001; Day 2: 8.94 ± 0.93, *p* \< 0.001) and over the first 3 days after lesion for the body velocity (Day 1: 8.45 ± 0.80, *p* \< 0.001; Day 2: 11.27 ± 0.79, *p* \< 0.001; Day 3: 12 ± 1.17, *p* \< 0.001). From day 7 until day 30, the mean head velocity of the UVN rats significantly increased (Day 7: 22.41 ± 2.43, *p* \< 0.001; Day 10: 24.68 ± 2.46, *p* \< 0.001; Day 14: 24.82 ± 2.02, *p* \< 0.001; Day 21: 23.54 ± 2.19, *p* \< 0.001; Day 30: 24.08 ± 2.29, *p* \< 0.001). On the other hand, the mean velocity of the body of UVN rats was significantly increased from day 10 to day 30 (Day 10: 23.90 ± 2.38, *p* \< 0.001; Day 14: 25.02 ± 1.90, *p* \< 0.001; Day 21: 25.11 ± 2.08, *p* \< 0.001; Day 30: 25.44 ± 2.13, *p* \< 0.001; [Figures 6A,C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

![Locomotor velocity of UVN and Sham rats in the open field. **(A)** Curves illustrating the kinetics of the mean velocity (cm/s) of the head (calculated from the nose point) for UVN (red) and Sham (black) group. **(B)** Curves illustrating the kinetics of the maximum velocity (cm/s) of the head for UVN (red) and Sham (black) group. **(C)** Curves illustrating the kinetics of the mean velocity (cm/s) of the body (calculated from the center-point) for UVN (red) and Sham (black) group. **(D)** Curves illustrating the kinetics of the maximum velocity (cm/s) of the body for UVN (red) and Sham (black) group. **(E)** Curves illustrating the kinetics of the frequencies of the velocity of the head superior or equal to 100 cm/s, linked to the bobbing behavior (cephalic nystagmus) for UVN (red) and Sham (black) group. Bobbing behavior is defined when the velocity for the nose point is ≥ 100 cm/s. **(F)** illustration of the detection of body point by Ethovision™ throughout the recordings: nose point (blue triangle), center point (red circle), and tail base (purple square) of each animal. Data represent mean ± SEM; \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01, \*\*\**P* \< 0.001. A significant difference from the pre-operative value is indicated by \* in black for the SHAM group. A significant difference from the pre-operative value is indicated by \* in red for the UVN group. A significant difference between the SHAM and the UVN group is indicated with \* in blue.](fneur-11-00505-g0006){#F6}

The mean velocity of the head or the body was not significantly affected by the sham surgery nor postoperative time for the Sham group.

Maximum head and body velocities during vestibular compensation evolved differently than the mean velocity. Maximum head velocity of UVN rats was not impaired after UVN during the first 3 days but increased significantly from day 7 to day 30 compare to pre-operative values (Preop: 114.83 ± 5.23; Day 7: 145.78 ± 5.67, *p* \< 0.01; Day 10: 145.09 ± 3.03, *p* \< 0.01; Day 14: 138.99 ± 3.85, *p* \< 0.05; Day 21: 153.62 ± 11.90, *p* \< 0.001; Day 30: 141.40 ± 6.78, *p* \< 0.01; [Figure 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, maximum body velocity of UVN rats was 77.02 ± 3.20 cm/s before UVN and significantly decreased with a peak at day 1 (29.64 ± 2.39, *p* \< 0.001) until day 7 post-lesion (Day 2: 35.29 ± 2.26, *p* \< 0.001; Day 3: 36.47 ± 3.79, *p* \< 0.001; Day 7: 56.69 ± 4.70, *p* \< 0.001). From day 10 until day 30, the maximum body velocity of the lesioned rats was no longer significantly different to that observed before UVN ([Figure 6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Maximum head velocity of the UVN group was significantly increased compared to the Sham group at day 7, 10, 21 and 30 post-lesion (Day 7: *p* \< 0.001; Day 10: *p* \< 0.001; Day 21: *p* \< 0.01; Day 30: *p* \< 0.01) and the maximum head velocity was not significantly affected by the sham surgery nor postoperative time ([Figure 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, the maximum body velocity of the Sham group was significantly increased from day 2 to day 30 post-lesion compared to the pre-operative value (Day 2: 79.94 ± 2.89, *p* \< 0.001; Day 3: 81.01 ± 3.52, *p* \< 0.001; Day 7: 84.37 ± 3.48, *p* \< 0.001; Day 10: 87 ± 2.83, *p* \< 0.001; Day 14: 88.91 ± 3.01, *p* \< 0.001; Day 21: 90.59 ± 4.39, *p* \< 0.001; Day 30: 84.18 ± 3.05, *p* \< 0.001, [Figure 6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The maximum body velocity of UVN rats was significantly decreased compared to the Sham group during the first 10 days post-lesion (Day 1: *p* \< 0.001; Day 2: *p* \< 0.001; Day 3: *p* \< 0.001; Day 7: *p* \< 0.001; Day 10: *p* \< 0.05).

The increased head velocity from day 7 to day 30 for the UVN group was correlated with the appearance of cephalic nystagmus (bobbing) induced by the lesion ([Video 1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Indeed, we could quantify the frequencies of bobbing with a high-pass filter to calculate the number of times the head (nose point) velocity exceeds 100 cm/s. As shown on [Figure 6E](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, in physiologic condition, the software detected a few numbers of times when the head velocity exceeded 100 cm/s (Preop: 4.5 ± 1.21) because the rat can reach these values without being associated to bobbing behavior. However, the numbers of times for which the head velocity exceeded 100 cm/s did not change (between 2 and 4 detection) for the Sham group over time but bobbing frequencies on the UVN group increased significantly from day 7 to day 30 post-lesion (Day 7: 25 ± 4.25, *p* \< 0.001; Day 10: 25.62 ± 3.24, *p* \< 0.001; Day 14: 24 ± 3.16, *p* \< 0.001; Day 21: 24 ± 3.24, *p* \< 0.001; Day 30: 25 ± 3.79, *p* \< 0.001; [Figure 6E](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) and was correlated with the increased of maximum head velocity (see [Figure 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

Acceleration of UVN and Sham Rats
---------------------------------

Total number of accelerations of the rats can be separated in high (above 50 cm/s^2^) and low (below 50 cm/s^2^) accelerations for both the body and head. UVN rats performed an average of 107.37 ± 5.93 high accelerations ([Figure 7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) and 771 ± 15.42 low accelerations ([Figure 7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) of the head (calculated from the nose point) before the lesion. High accelerations of the head of UVN rats almost disappeared at day 1 (17.75 ± 4.34, *p* \< 0.001), slowly recovered at day 2 (46.12 ± 7.65, *p* \< 0.001) and increased significantly from day 7 to day 30 post-lesion (Day 7: 169.25 ± 16.75, *p* \< 0.001; Day 10: 193.56 ± 20.11, *p* \< 0.001; Day 14: 200 ± 19.17, *p* \< 0.001; Day 21: 188.12 ± 21.56, *p* \< 0.001; Day 30: 194 ± 20.94, *p* \< 0.001; [Figure 7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Low acceleration of the head of UVN rats significantly decreased at day 1 and day 2 post-lesion (Day 1: 438.12 ± 42.12, *p* \< 0.001; Day 2: 636.87 ± 27.85, *p* \< 0.001) and recovered pre-operative values from day 3 until day 30 ([Figure 7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). While the number of high accelerations of the head of the Sham group was significantly lower compared to the UVN group from day 7 to day 30 (Day 7: *p* \< 0.001; Day 10: *p* \< 0.001; Day 14: *p* \< 0.001; Day 21: *p* \< 0.001; Day 30: *p* \< 0.001; [Figure 7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), the number of low accelerations of the head is only significantly different from the UVN group at day 1, day 7 and day 10 (Day 1: *p* \< 0.001; Day 7: *p* \< 0.001; Day 10: *p* \< 0.05; [Figure 7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

![Acceleration of UVN and Sham rats in the open field. **(A)** Curves illustrating the kinetics of the mean number of high acceleration of the nose-point (above 50 cm/s^2^) for UVN (red) and Sham (black) group. **(B)** Curves illustrating the kinetics of the mean number of low acceleration of the nose-point (below 50 cm/s^2^) for UVN (red) and Sham (black) group. **(C)** Curves illustrating the kinetics of the mean number of high acceleration of the center point (above 50 cm/s^2^) for UVN (red) and Sham (black) group. **(D)** Curves illustrating the kinetics of the mean number of low acceleration of the center point (below 50 cm/s^2^) for UVN (red) and Sham (black) group. **(E)** Curves illustrating the mean positive accelerations of the rat (cm/s^2^) for UVN (red) and Sham (black) group. **(F)** Illustration of the detection of body point by Ethovision™ throughout the recordings: nose point (blue triangle), center point (red circle) and tail base (purple square) of each animal. Data represent mean ± SEM; \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01, \*\*\**P* \< 0.001. A significant difference from the pre-operative value is indicated by \* in black for the SHAM group. A significant difference from the pre-operative value is indicated by \* in red for the UVN group. A significant difference between the SHAM and the UVN group is indicated with \* in blue.](fneur-11-00505-g0007){#F7}

UVN rats performed an average of 88.87 ± 7.31 high ([Figure 7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) and 379.5 ± 26.56 low body accelerations ([Figure 7D](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) calculated from the center point, before the lesion. High body accelerations almost disappeared during the first 3 days post-lesion (Day 1: 0.87 ± 0.74, *p* \< 0.001; Day 2: 4.12 ± 1.49, *p* \< 0.001; Day 3: 11.5 ± 4.61, *p* \< 0.001) and increased significantly from day 10 to day 30 (Day 10: 134.43 ± 24.33, *p* \< 0.001; Day 14: 156.25 ± 22.50, *p* \< 0.001; Day 21: 146.12 ± 24.07, *p* \< 0.001; Day 30: 156.5 ± 23.66, *p* \< 0.001; [Figure 7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Low body accelerations of UVN rats significantly decreased the first 3 days post-lesion (Day 1: 86.12 ± 20.63, *p* \< 0.001; Day 2: 221.87 ± 33.06, *p* \< 0.001; Day 3: 262.87 ± 38.69, *p* \< 0.001) and increased significantly from day 7 until day 30 (Day 7: 533.87 ± 45.80; Day 10: 515.81 ± 34.40, *p* \< 0.001; Day 14: 502.5 ± 22.20, *p* \< 0.001; Day 21: 490.87 ± 28.40, *p* \< 0.001; Day 30: 491.12 ± 29.38, *p* \< 0.001; [Figure 7D](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). While the number of high body accelerations of the Sham group significantly differed from those of the UVN group at day 3, 14, and 30 post-lesion (Day 3: *p* \< 0.01; Day 14: *p* \< 0.01 Day 30: *p* \< 0.01; [Figure 7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), the number of low body accelerations significantly differed before the lesion and at day 1, 7, 10, 14, 21, and 30 post-lesion (Preop: *p* \< 0.05; Day 1: *p* \< 0.01 Day 7: *p* \< 0.001; Day 10: *p* \< 0.001; Day 14: *p* \< 0.001; Day 21: *p* \< 0.001; Day 30: *p* \< 0.001; [Figure 7D](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

By averaging positive accelerations of UVN animals we found that rats before lesion had a mean acceleration of 49.37 ± 2.04 cm/s^2^ in. We also found the same recovery kinetics after UVN than the frequencies of high body acceleration with two phases: a significant decrease in the mean positive accelerations during the first 3 days after injury (Day 1: 19.08 ± 2.02, *p* \< 0.001; Day 2: 30.87 ± 2.32, *p* \< 0.001; Day 3: 33.49 ± 2.47, *p* \< 0.001) followed by a second phase with an increase from day 10 to day 30 (Day 10: 61.97 ± 5.56, *p* \< 0.001; Day 14: 63.42 ± 4.42, *p* \< 0.001; Day 21: 63.29 ± 5.07, *p* \< 0.001; Day 30: 65.02 ± 5.43, *p* \< 0.001; [Figure 7E](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

All acceleration parameters investigated was not significantly affected by the sham surgery nor postoperative time for the Sham group.

Posture of UVN and Sham Rats
----------------------------

Body torsion of the rats before UVN was 0.35° ± 0.74, so the rat\'s body is straight. UVN produced a significative change in posture on day 7 post-lesion with a mean body torsion of 6.17° ± 1.03 (toward the intact side) compared to pre-operative value ([Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}), from day 7 to day 30 the mean body torsion was maintained between 4 and 4.9 without significant effect. One day after the surgery UVN rats bent their body significantly on the ipsilesional side compared to the Sham group (Day 1: *p* \< 0.05).

![Posture of UVN and Sham rats in the open-field. Curves illustrating the mean body torsion of UVN (red) and Sham (black). Data represent mean ± SEM; \**P* \< 0.05. A significant difference from the pre-operative value is indicated by \* in black for the SHAM group. A significant difference from the pre-operative value is indicated by \* in red for the UVN group. A significant difference between the SHAM and the UVN group is indicated with \* in blue.](fneur-11-00505-g0008){#F8}

The mean body torsion was not significantly affected by the sham surgery nor by the postoperative time for the Sham group.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Locomotion, Exploration, and Velocity of UVN Rats
-------------------------------------------------

Our data showed a significant decrease in the total distance moved and the body velocity during the first 3 days after unilateral vestibular neurectomy (UVN). This phase was followed by a significant increase from day 7 or 10 until day 30 in the distance moved and body velocity, respectively. We demonstrated a significant increase in the meander (sinuous trajectory of the animal) only the first day post-UVN. Certain parameters, such as velocity, were compensated within 7 days post-UVN. These results corroborate those of Lindner et al. ([@B29]) in a chemical model of unilateral labyrinthectomy. In this model, rats demonstrated a significant increase in their velocity above baseline after day 7.

Locomotion is an automated behavior generated at the spinal level by the central pattern generator of locomotion ([@B15]). However, in response to external factors, the nervous system updates the spinal pattern generator based on multisensory feedback, such as visual, somatosensory or vestibular inputs. In addition to purely vestibular information, vestibular nucleus neurons also receive visual and somatosensory inputs ([@B15], [@B31]), which are required for postural and locomotion control ([@B12], [@B32]). The vestibular nuclei influence motoneurons in the spinal cord through two descending tracts: the medial vestibulospinal and, in prime position to influence the locomotor pattern, the lateral vestibulospinal tract ([@B33]). Indeed, the activity of Deiter\'s neurons is modulated during treadmill locomotion in the cats ([@B34]).

Our results from an animal model of vestibular pathology align with observations obtained in vestibular patients subjected to the same type of vestibular deafferentation. Indeed, curative unilateral vestibular neurotomy in vestibular defect patients affects both gait and walking performance and reduces the mean walking velocity ([@B35], [@B36]). These functional parameters are also affected in patients with vestibular disorders ([@B37]--[@B40]). The slow walking speed of vestibular defect patients can be explained by the reduction in the sensation of imbalance induced by the gain asymmetry of the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) and thus may be a behavioral strategy employed by the subjects to avoid imbalance and fall.

Regarding the velocity parameter, we also demonstrated a time recovery difference in UVN animals between mean and maximum body velocity: the maximum body velocity of the animals had recovered at day 10, compared a recovery to baseline for the mean body velocity at day 7, followed by an increase above the baseline level after day 7. We can assume that after vestibular loss, the priority of the animal is first to move correctly at a medium speed before being able to move faster. In fact, the higher the speed of head movement, the stronger the asymmetry felt in the vestibulo-ocular and vestibulo-spinal pathways. How can the increase in body velocity between day 10 and day 30 post-UVN be explained? Inspired by the observation of a dog with acute unilateral vestibulopathy, Brandt et al. ([@B37]) demonstrated that patients with acute vestibulopathy run with less deviation to the affected side than during walking. They suggested that when running, the automatic spinal locomotor program suppresses destabilizing vestibular input. This compensatory behavior may be an option in vestibular defect rats. One possibility is that the rats increase their walking velocity to stabilize their balance (observed between day 10 and day 30). This strategy of increasing walk speed is found in cycling practice, where at low speed, the balance is more precarious than at high speed. If vestibular patients do not run, it is because they consider that their condition probably does not allow them to; it is an avoidance strategy. Indeed, the vestibular contribution to gait variability, which is a predictive marker for falls, declines with faster walking and running ([@B41]). Therefore, their balance would be better when running because dynamic balance strategies are different at low and high speeds ([@B41]--[@B45]).

Regarding the distance moved parameter, we demonstrated an increase exploration of the UVN rats between day 7 and day 30 after the lesion in line with the increase in body velocity. We have two interpretations to these data:

1.  The mathematical explanation with a simple formula "Speed = Distance × Time," informs us that if animals increase their speed without changing the analysis time (10 min) or mobility time ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), then an increase in velocity is correlated with an increase in distance traveled.

2.  An alternative explanation for the increased exploration in the open field may also be due to a spatial disorientation. The head maps ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) show a higher probability of being in the center of the open field for UVN rats (especially on day 7 to 14 post UVN), which is a kind of non-physiological behavior for rats. Spatial disorientation has been described after unilateral vestibular lesions ([@B46]--[@B48]) and could explain the increased exploration observed in UVN rats.

Head Velocity
-------------

Interestingly, we found in rats that the mean head velocity recovered faster than the mean walking velocity (day 3 for the head and day 7 for the body velocity). When we looked at the maximum velocity, this recovery was even more obvious: the maximum head velocity was not altered the first days after the vestibular lesion, while maximum walking velocity was impaired and only recovered 10 days after UVN. According to our data, rats, unlike humans, are able to maintain high head velocities during the first few days after UVN while the vestibular syndrome is at its peak. In humans, unlike in rats, the eye has a fovea. A shift of the image onto the fovea is a source of visual discomfort known as oscillopsia. Vestibular patients tend to hold their head still in order to maintain the stability of the visual scene and therefore strongly decrease the speed of head movements in order to avoid this discomfort ([@B49]). This behavior is supported by the inability of humans to maintain equilibrium with unstable vision. For head velocities \>100°/s, ocular fixation is no longer sufficient to stabilize the image and the VOR takes over. However, unilateral vestibular impairment systematically leads to an alteration of the VOR, causing oscillopsia and thus, instability of the visual scene. Living animals without fovea, such as rats ([@B50]), also have the ability to fix and stabilize the eye and have far fewer saccades of the eye than humans. It can be assumed that they are also much less disturbed by image shifts on the retina and thus at oscillopsia. Thus, in the rat, it is not the visual syndrome that is predominant but the posturo-locomotor syndrome. In the rat, retinal slip is not very problematic, and rats can mobilize the head sooner than the body. This behavior obviously requires the implementation of more complex substitution strategies because of the necessity to stabilize its center of gravity as well. We assume that the priority for the animal is first to stabilize its head (and therefore its velocity) before stabilizing its body locomotion. Indeed, when walking in the open field, turns are anticipated by directing the gaze and tilting the head relative to the headings. Eventually, the trunk follows the direction of the head movement ([@B51]).

We noticed that the mean head velocity increased between the 3rd and 7th day after UVN, a delay directly linked with the emergence of cephalic nystagmus or "bobbing" ([Video 1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Bobbing in rodents with vestibular deficits refers to rapid and abnormal intermittent head and neck sweeping (movements). This is the first time that we automatically quantified this specific bobbing behavior along with the head velocity. During the video analysis of the rat in the open field, we noticed that the head velocity during bobbing was always \>100 cm/s. Bobbing in humans is not observed or is poorly documented, but head oscillations are increased after UVN in patients ([@B35]). We suggest that bobbing is the result of vestibulo-nucal control asymmetry resulting from vestibulo-colic reflex impairment induced by UVN. Indeed, the axons of the medial vestibulospinal tract that target the motoneurons of the cervical spinal cord contribute to head stabilization ([@B13], [@B16]).

Acceleration
------------

The head and body accelerations of a rat during free locomotion were quantified for the first time in an automated manner. This measurement is important because it is done under "ecological conditions," i.e., in spontaneous and not imposed conditions. It is important to remember that the otolith organs, the utricle and saccule, detect linear acceleration and not velocity. We showed that acceleration in UVN rats mimics the kinetics observed for velocity. The kinetics of the acceleration parameters differ depending on whether we are dealing with the head or body segment. The number of high body accelerations (above 50 cm/s^2^) recovers more slowly the first 3 days post-UVN than that of low accelerations (below 50 cm/s^2^). For the velocity, the number of high and low head accelerations recovers differently than the body accelerations. These data are correlated with the displacement profile of UVN rats: if the rats move less during the acute phase of the syndrome (day 1 to day 3 post-UVN), this reduces the number of high and low body accelerations. Furthermore, increases in mean head velocity from day 7 to day 30 related to bobbing behavior are also correlated with an increased number of high head accelerations but not low accelerations at the same postlesional delay. Interestingly, we showed almost a complete disappearance of high accelerations of the body in the first post-lesion days with just a slight increase at day 3 (only 11 high accelerations on day 3 on average compared to 88 in the control condition). This result suggests that it is too difficult for a moving animal to accelerate above 50 cm/s^2^ after the induction of vestibular lesion.

By averaging only the positive accelerations (and thus suppressing decelerations or negative accelerations), we can follow the kinetics of the mean positive acceleration of UVN rats during vestibular compensation. We found that the rats had a mean acceleration of 50 cm/s^2^ when they moved freely before vestibular lesions. For the mean body velocity, the mean acceleration of the UVN rats was reduced until day 7 and then increased above the baseline level after day 7. We also noticed a more important variability from day 7 to day 30 for the mean acceleration and the frequencies of high body accelerations. Since the variation in these parameters was weak before the injury, we can assume that the increase in variability once the animal compensated for the vestibular loss was due to a deficit in acceleration detection. The contralesional utricle and saccule may not be sufficient to properly detect accelerations, resulting in fluctuating accelerations during animal movements. One of the first studies on the perception of linear acceleration in humans reported that thresholds for the detection of linear acceleration in bilateral vestibular loss subjects were nearly 10 times higher than those in control subjects ([@B52]). Conversely, Gianna et al. ([@B53]) found that the detection of whole-body acceleration in patients with bilateral vestibular loss overlapped with the results from control subjects, but they found high inter-subject variability. On the other hand, the perception of linear acceleration in unilateral labyrinthectomized patients varies according to the orientation of the head ([@B54]). The sensitivity of the patient was reduced only when the patient lay with the damaged side downwards.

Circling and Rotations
----------------------

First, it is important to differentiate between a specific circling behavior observed after a unilateral vestibular deficit and rotations performed by the animal. The circling behavior induced by a unilateral vestibular deficit is defined when the animal runs in one direction in a circular pattern that occasionally becomes violent ([Video 2](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Usually, animals with a unilateral vestibular lesion run with a circling behavior in the ipsilesional direction. The term "run" is important here because the circling behavior is faster than a typical rotation performed by the animal (i.e., body axis rotation, [Video 3](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), for example, when he is in a corner and wants to turn back. There is a limit to detecting the rotation of an animal around its own axis when using an automatic system. Some of the rotations detected with Ethovision™ were just rotations made for exploring the environment, while other rotations were linked to the circling behavior caused by the UVN. Therefore, we detected an increase in body axis rotations on the contralesional side (clockwise direction) at day 2 and day 3 for 3 rats, while circling behaviors on the contralesional side of a unilateral vestibular lesion were never observed. Another limitation in the observations of circling behaviors is the influence of the size of the environment in which the animal is analyzed. We noticed that the rats did not exhibit circling behaviors during the first 3 days after UVN in an open field of 80 ×80 cm but did demonstrate circling behaviors in their home cages or in a device of 25 ×25 cm ([@B55]). The size of the environment required to observe circling behaviors is therefore important to note for future experiments and discussion of the results.

We demonstrated that rats increased the number of body axis rotations on the ipsilesional side from day 7 to day 30 in correlation with an increase in the number of arena rotations in the same direction. While some body axis rotations detected with video tracking came from rats exhibiting circling behaviors subsequent to UVN, the arena rotations can be interpreted as a bias in the exploratory behavior of the UVN rats. Rats prefer to explore their environment by rotating ipsilaterally to their lesion rather than in the opposite direction. This preferred sense of ipsilesional exploration can be explained by the UVN inducing an asymmetry of muscle tone ([@B56]), an increase in weight applied to the ipsilesional paw ([@B55]), an ipsilesional shift of their environment on the retina ([@B57]), or an ipsilesional path deviation ([@B36]). Another possibility comes from a model of vestibular compensation in lampreys ([@B58]). The opposite and symmetrical activity of both the left and right groups of reticulospinal neurons allow the lamprey to swim straight. Reticulospinal neurons in the lamprey receive vestibular input from the contralateral side and project to the spinal cord. Thus, unilateral loss of vestibular input causes inactivation of reticulospinal neurons on the contralateral side. This inactivation impairs the symmetrical activity of the left and right groups of reticulospinal neurons and provokes ipsilesional rotation of the lamprey ([@B58]).

There is evidence that Parkinson\'s disease is associated with dysfunction of the vestibular system \[for review see Smith ([@B59])\]. Eugène et al. ([@B60]) studied circling behaviors in vestibular deficient KCNE1 mutant mice and reported that they were associated with increased tyrosine hydroxylase expression---a marker for DA synthesis---in the striatum ipsilateral to the direction of circling. In a model of Parkinson\'s disease, the lack of dopamine on the injured side leads to rotations by the animal to the ipsilateral side to the lesion. Evidence from animal studies strongly suggests that vestibular input is transmitted to the basal ganglia and to the striatum in particular ([@B59]). Thus, circling behaviors could be the result of a striatal electrophysiological imbalance resulting from the electrophysiological imbalance observed in the vestibular nuclei after unilateral vestibular loss. At the behavioral level, unilateral 6-hydroxydopamine lesions cause postural asymmetry (head torsion) and unilateral akinesia in rats. These behavioral disorders are perceptible when intrastriatal dopamine levels are reduced by at least 70% ([@B61], [@B62]). Head torsion and hypotonia are also observed in the UVN model.

The circling behaviors observed in the rodent model after unilateral vestibular loss are not reported in vestibular patients, but there is a deviation of the gait on the lesion side in humans with no full-circle walking. Indeed, the "star walk" or "blind walk" test requires the patient to close his or her eyes and take the same number of steps forward and backward in a straight line several times in a row. Since the deviation in the walk is always in the same direction (and is not corrected by sight since the patient keeps his or her eyes closed), the patient draws a star as he walks ([@B63]). When the injury is unilateral, the deviation of the gait is on the lesion side. A similar result can be obtained with the Fukuda test ([@B64]).

Body Tilt and Posture in UVN and Sham Rats
------------------------------------------

When we analyzed the mean body angle of the animals during the 10 min of video tracking, we noticed that the rats tilted their body on average by 4° on the contralesional side from day 7 and never compensated. X-ray radiography of the guinea pig was performed to investigate the vestibular control on posture of animals with selective lesions on the horizontal and anterior ampullary nerves, the utricular and saccular maculae, and the posterior semicircular canal ampulla ([@B65]). Four to seven hours after a unilateral lesion of the horizontal semicircular canal nerve, the authors also found head rotation and bending of the body toward the lesioned side. Interestingly, 3 of the 8 rats in our UVN group bent their body toward the lesioned side by an average of 14° 1 day after the lesion was induced. In our experiment, the mean body tilts were calculated while the rats moved around in the open field and explored their environment, while in Vidal\'s study, X-ray photographs were taken while the rats were still. Surprisingly, the authors did not notice postural changes with a unilateral anterior canal nerve lesion and proposed that anterior canal afferent information is distributed bilaterally to the spinal cord to describe their results. Unilateral otolith lesions sparing the semicircular canals induced a side tilt of the head-neck ensemble toward the side of the lesion but did not produce inclination about the vertical axis of the body. It appears that cutting the entire vestibular nerve is necessary to induce long-term postural changes in animals.

Trunk orientation in humans after UVN varies if the subject\'s eyes are open or closed: the trunk deviates toward the operated side until day 90 in the eyes closed condition, and the posture reverses toward the intact side until day 30 in the eyes open condition ([@B35]). This postural reversal can be related to modifications in reference frames that the patients base themselves on ([@B66]). Since the vertical visual reference of the patient is perceived as tilted toward the intact side, the trunk deviation in the same direction may result from an alignment of the patient\'s body with respect to the vertical visual reference they perceive.

To explain the inclination of the body on the contralesional side in our UVN rats, we proposed, as in humans, that the inclination of the rat\'s body on the contralesional side can be related to a subjective vertical deviation of the rat to the operated side. Thus, an inclination of the body on the contralesional side would compensate for the visual vertical reference they perceive. The increase in weight applied on the ipsilateral paws following the lesion from day 7 to day 30 ([@B55]) may also be correlated with the inclination of the body on the contralateral side from day 7 to day 30 observed in this study.

Acute Phase and Compensated Phase of Posturo-Locomotor Symptoms in UVN Rats
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

The meander, % of time that the animal was immobile or not moving, number of contralesional body axis and arena rotations, mean head and body velocities, maximum body velocity and number of low head accelerations were impaired during the first week after unilateral vestibular lesion and then compensated (i.e., returned to baseline level). However, the distance moved, % of time that the animal was mobile or highly mobile, number of body axis and arena rotations toward the ipsilesional side, mean and maximum head velocity, mean body velocity, bobbing frequencies, number of high head, and body accelerations, number of low body accelerations, mean positive accelerations and mean body torsion on the contralesional side never returned to baseline level. This clearly shows an acute phase (first week post-UVN) of the vestibular syndrome and a compensated phase (after the first week post-UVN) in which some parameters are fully compensated, and others are not. Data from the literature regarding vestibular compensation report that "static deficits (those present in the absence of body movement) fully compensate while dynamic deficits (those present when body is moving) remain poorly compensated" ([@B1], [@B67]). We show in the present study that this assumption is not a dogma since certain parameters, such as maximum body velocity, did not follow this observation. Indeed, the maximum body velocity, which is clearly observable when the body is moving, fully compensated. These original results concerning the kinetics of compensation for static and dynamic vestibular deficits could be due to the use of a fine and automated analysis device.

Permanent Vestibular Loss Leading to the Expression of an Overcompensated Posturo-Locomotor Phenotype: Neurophysiological Correlates
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The restoration of activity in deafferented vestibular nuclei has been shown to contribute to the restoration of vestibular functions ([@B9]). Interestingly, the restoration of spontaneous activity in deafferented lateral vestibular nucleus was not complete 4 months after UVN in cats ([@B68]) but was completely restored in the same nucleus 1 week after unilateral labyrinthectomy in guinea pigs ([@B69]). The authors indicated that this discrepancy could be explained as a difference in species rather than in the nature of the vestibular deafferentation. Given the phylogenetic proximity, the rat could have kinetics of restoration of vestibular nuclei (VN) activity comparable to that of the guinea pig. At the behavioral level, several posturo-locomotor parameters, such as the velocity of the body and the head, return to baseline levels between 7 and 10 days after UVN, exceed their baseline level after this period and reach a plateau that is maintained until 1 month after UVN. This new behavioral profile can be considered a "post-locomotor overcompensated phenotype."

The return to electrophysiological homeostasis between the two homologous VN is a priority for vestibular functional recovery. It results from both intrinsic mechanisms expressed in deafferented vestibular nuclei and extrinsic mechanisms involving other central nervous system structures, such as a reweighting of other sensory modalities, with an increase in visual, tactile, or proprioceptive weight ([@B70]--[@B75]). The return to electrophysiological balance in the VN does not reflect the compensation of posturo-locomotor parameters since they significantly exceed their baseline level. These data indicate that in addition to the restoration of spontaneous activity, other mechanisms could explain this "overcompensated behavioral phenotype." The nature of the evoked activity of the deafferented vestibular nuclei could be implicated. In fact, an increase in the sensitivity of neurons in the VN to dynamic stimuli could explain this overcompensated behavioral phenotype. A change in the sensitivity of neuronal responses to bidirectional rotations has been observed in the vestibular nuclei in cats after unilateral labyrinthectomy ([@B76]). This indicates the emergence of a new electrophysiological expression of vestibular nuclei after vestibular loss, probably underlying this "overcompensated behavioral phenotype." The priority of this new electrophysiological profile within the deafferented vestibular environment is not to restore the vestibular function as it was before the injury but to allow the animal to find a "new" posturo-locomotor balance.

Clinical Relevance
------------------

Balance tests like tandem walking or walking with head turns are not useful for screening people for vestibular impairments but may be useful for assessing vestibular rehabilitation over time among patients with known diagnoses ([@B24]). Consistent to Cohen\'s study and based on our results, it can be assumed that the evaluation of both mean and maximum locomotor velocity could be useful in assessing vestibular compensation in human clinical practice. In view of our results concerning the acceleration parameter, it would also be interesting to take this factor into account in vestibular deficient patients at different stages of the pathology, which could give us information on the level of compensation achieved by the patient. Like we said if vestibular patients do not run, it is because they consider that their condition probably does not allow them to; it is an avoidance strategy. By encouraging them during vestibular rehabilitation to accelerate and increase their locomotor velocity, it is possible that this psychological lock will disappear, and that patients will adapt to a faster walking and a more secure gait. The trajectory of the patient during his displacements can also be evaluated and be similar to what we measure with the "meander." A possible limitation is the difficulty to have baseline data from the patient prior to vestibular impairment.

Conclusion {#s5}
==========

The numerous cellular and molecular rearrangements that take place in the adult vestibular nuclei in the days following permanent unilateral vestibular loss suggest that the vestibular compensation phenomenon recruits plasticity mechanisms similar to those observed during the critical developmental period. Indeed, during a 1-week time window after UVN, there is a an increase in the level of BDNF, a strong cellular proliferation, a glial reaction, and a downregulation of KCC2 associated with an excitatory action of GABA ([@B8], [@B77], [@B78]). At the behavioral level, impairment and recovery of certain parameters is observed during the same critical 7-day period following UVN. This acute posturo-locomotor phenotype reminds us of the developmental strategies used for walk acquisition. Injury to the adult vestibular system induces a transient reactivation of developmental mechanisms at both the behavioral and cellular levels. This suggests that compensation for gait and postural balance in the vestibulo-lesioned rat is a form of sensorimotor relearning involving both interdependent cellular mechanisms and behavioral strategies.
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